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How to Use This Set
The 24 Character Traits Task cards are great to have on 

hand as an extension activity for early finishers, a remediation activity 
that can be led by a volunteer or paraprofessional, as a review prior to 
standardized testing, or to play Scoot.

To play Scoot, put one numbered task card (in order) on each 
desk.  Students stand up and push their chair in, holding their Scoot sheet 
and a pencil.  They should begin by solving the task card at their seat (and 
answering in that spot on the Scoot sheet.)  For example, if they are 
standing at task card #7, their answer goes in the #7 box on the Scoot 
sheet.  After an appropriate length of time, the teacher calls, "1, 2, 3, 
Scoot!"  Everyone shifts to the next ordinal number card to work on the 
next task card.  If you just finished working on card #7 you move to card 
#8.  It is important to practice moving around the room prior to playing 
Scoot, and remind the students that they don't need to sit and get settled 
at each chair, just stay focused on their work.  Play continues until the 
final Scoot, which sends everyone back to their original seat.  Then you 
can check the cards as a whole group or collect the papers.  An answer 
key is provided. The Character Traits Practice Sheet can be used as a pre 
or post assessment.  An answer key is provided.

CCSS Correlation
RL.3.3 - Describe characters in a story (e.g., traits, motivations, or 
feelings) and explain how actions contribute to the sequence of events.
RL.2.3 - Describe how characters in a story respond to major events and 
challenges.
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Character Traits - 1
Sasha believed her classmates who told 
her their teacher was an alien. 

A. smart
B. uncertain
C. gullible

Character Traits - 2
Emma was always chatting with her 
friends.

A. quiet
B. talkative
C. smart
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Character Traits - 3
Rachel left her backpack on the school 
bus after school. 

A. fearful
B. confused
C. forgetful

Character Traits - 4
Vernon used his allowance each week to 
buy something nice for his sister.

A. generous
B. boisterous
C. serious
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Name: ________________
Date:  ________________

Character Traits Scoot!
1.            2.              3.              4.

5.            6.              7.              8.

9.            10.             11.             12.

13.           14.            15.             16.

17.           18.             19.             20.

21.           22.           23.             24.
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Name:  _Answer Key____ Date: ______________

Circle the BEST Character Trait to 
describe the person in each passage.

1.   In James’ room, everything 
has a special place so he can 
find his toys quickly. 

a. funny 
b. neat 
c. dishonest 

2.   Charlie realized the little 
boy couldn’t swim, so he dove 
into the pool and pulled him to 
shallow water.

a. brave 
b. welcoming 
c. cowardly 

3.   Chad routinely shared his 
lunch with a friend who didn’t 
have enough to eat. 

a. cruel 
b. uncaring 
c. generous 

4. Savanna wanted her 
birthday presents so badly 
that she spent days searching 
the house to find them instead 
of waiting for her party.

a. slothful 
b. impatient 
c. ridiculous 

5. No toys were safe when 
Jamie was around; he wanted 
to take them all apart to see 
how they worked.

a. curious 
b. easygoing 
c. organized 

6.   When the teacher told 
Vernon to sit, he would stand; 
if she asked him to be quiet, 
he would talk loudly.

a. kind 
b. smart 
c. disagreeable 
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Credits:
Questions, comments, or just want to chat about teaching?  
Email Jen at hellomrssykes@gmail.com.

I w these graphics! Thank you for 
downloading.  
Your support 

and 
feedback is 

appreciated!
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